
Reliable, sturdy, torsion-resistant due to its extremely strong high quality
steel profile .
Professional and ideal storage aid for all variety of manual transportation
of short distances in stores and warehouse as well as factories. The lifting
system is equipped with overloading protection valve to ensure safe
operation.
The utilized structural design guarantees the convenience of assembling
and disassembling.
Compact size, complete rocker arm, ensures that the whole truck is evenly
pressed.

Heavy Duty Pallet  Truck
AC50-H

MODEL AC50-H
FEATURE

WEIGHT

 DIMENSIONS
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5000
Integrated 

NYLON / IRON
200*50
80*75

110
195
85

550/685
1150/1220

176
121~134

5mm
4pcs/pallet 

capacity
pump type

wheel(drive/load) Type
size of steering wheel size of Loading 
wheel(double wheel)

lifting height
max. fork lifting height
Lowered height of fork
fork outside distance
fork length 
fork width
weight
Fork thicness
Packing dimension
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Hand Pallet Truck
HEAVY DUTY TYPE 

Additional entry & exit roller guarantees
easy entry and exit of closed pallet.
Adjustable push rod can adjust fork to
even level when forks are not balanced
after long term use or incorret use.
5mm fork steel thickness, robot welding,
ensures durability.

Well painted integrated cast hydraulic pump,
robust and durable, with fine control of lowering
speed, overload valve, and low maintenance rate.

Ergonomically designed handle with
rubber grip allows the optimized safety as
well as comfort.
Three position operational handle lever for
lifting, transporting and lowering purposes.

The 12 copper bushings at rocker arms and wheel 
frames protect axle holes, ensuring quiet running 
properties and particularly long service life.

Optional iron wheels.
Customized fork length available: 1500,1800, 2000 mm.

Unit R1D Rockingham Gate 
Poplar Way West
Cabot Park
Bristol
BS11 0YW

Contact Us

Tel: 0117 9381 600
Fax: 0117 9381 602
email: sales@safetyliftingear.com


